
20-Baseball / 1 5-Softball Auto-Feeder

Assembly and Operatin g lnstructions

L Installthe Feed Chute Extension to your pitching machine.

2. Make sure the feeder is set for the proper size of ball

3. Set up and aim your pitching machine before setting up the feeder.

4. Place the feeder behind the pitching machine so that the feeder releases the ball into

the feed chute extension, as shown.

5. Plug the feeder into a 110 volt outlet, extension cord, or remote control sending unit.

MA.KE SURE THE FEEDER IS '6OFF'' BEFORE LOADING IN BALLS.

Load balls into the back end of the feeder.

Start the feeder with the in-line Or/Offswitch (or remote switch). If you are

operating the feeder by remote control, leave the inJine switch in the "On" position.

Leave the pitching machine running while reloading the feedero but be careful to

never walk or stand in front of the machine while it is running, even if you are

sure that the feeder is empty.
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Assernbly Instructions

Attach each of the three legs to the tripod by slic{ing the small encl o[ each leg ilto the sleeve of
the tripod.
Install one lock-knob into the long sleeve of the tripod.
Slide the post into the tripod sleeve and lock it in place.

Slide the Tube Bracket onto the post and lock it in place witir the other lock-knob.
Attach the two halves of the long black tube using the coupler. Push the tubes together ultil they
stop.
Slide two of the pipe clamps onto the plastic tube.
Place the plastic tttbe assembly on the tube bracket, as shown, with the opening facing up.
Secure the plastic tube assembly to the tube bracket by tightening the clarnps.
Attach the feed mechanism to the plastic tube, as shown, using two clamps. fhe clamps must go
through the notches in the mounting bracket. First, slide the clamps onto the tube, then while
holding the feed mechanism in place, place the clamps through the notches, then tightel the
clamps.

Note: To save space, you may add the 90 degree elbow to the front end of the Feeder
and turn the Feeder sideways.
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